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2. Preliminary  

 

 
 
 
 

 
Compiled From Field Activities Within Magu District Mwanza Region in Tanzania  

 
By 

 
Amani Girls Home & Collaborating Sister Organizations. A Consortium Implementing a Project Titled  

“Safe, Healthy and Productive Communities for Tanzania Girls and Young Women” 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For Increased Safety, Voice and Agency for Girls! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note 
Most names inside stories are pseudo names. Consented pictures are based on group 

activities not on narrated stories. 
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3. About Amani Girls Home 
Amani Girls Home is a none-governmental Organization, registered in Tanzania under NGO 
Act number 24 of 2002, AGH was founded in 2004, registered in 2008 with ordinance number 
00NGO/00002112. AGH works to increase opportunities and build the protective and 
productive assets of vulnerable children, youth and adults from socio-economically 
disadvantaged households in North Western Tanzania. With a strong focus on fostering 
community development through promotion of gender equality, we prioritize women and 
girls across all of our programming. In so doing, our work also engages broader stakeholders, 
particularly men and boys, required to create more equitable and favourable conditions for 
all.  
 
AGH’s vision a society with a resilient socioeconomic environment enabling development of 
children and young adults. AGH works to increase opportunities and build the protective and 
productive assets of vulnerable children, adolescent girls and young women from 
socioeconomically disadvantaged households in north-western Tanzania. The goal of AGH is 
to increase the accessibility of friendly services and to comprehensively intervene in ECD and 
adolescent girls’ programs through strategic partnership at all levels. 
 
Amani Girls Home (AGH) is coordinating a consortium of cross sector partners (Fadhili Teens 
Tanzania, Mikono Yetu Center for Creativity and Innovation, and Governance Links Tanzania) 
to adapting for implementation the SASA!/Power To Girls (PtG) methodology, an evidence-
based approach to address violence against girls, women and HIV in the Mwanza region. 
SASA!/PtG was designed based on the understanding that VAGW occurs and repeats within 
family, community, and social structures, calling for community-wide intervention. A targeted 
focus on young females within the methodology recognizes them as a unique and diverse 
sub-population that require contextualized strategies to address the power differentials they 
experience in different domains of their lives. If intervention strategies are not designed and 
directed to specific segments of girls, those  
 
For almost three years of embarking in preventive interventions, AGH and collaborating 
partners are leaving remarkable footprints in the Magu district Mwanza region where our 
pilot intervention is vested. We wish to continue strengthening our network of change which 
has been built for all these three years and expand it to reach the last miles in our programing 
who are excluded adolescent girls and young women in Tanzania.  
 
Thanks to our esteemed development partners: Novo Foundation through Tides Foundation 
who has been our Strong-hold and pioneers in investing for this impactful work in Mwanza 
Tanzania. 
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4. The Importance of Knowledge 
Quick Look: A women received justice against being abused.  

 
Imagine that you hear your neighbour’s scream interrupting the silence of the night. What is 
going on? What is happening to her? What should you do? Who can help? 
 
Violence against women and girls is a widespread problem. We want to do our part in 
reducing, and eventually stopping violence against women and girls, which is one focus of the 
Safe, Healthy and Productive Community for Tanzanian Girls and Young Women project. Local 
leaders and the community as a whole need to know how to act when facing cases of violence. 
Here is an example of how knowing how to act can make a difference. 
 
In the Kongoro ward, Shilingwa village, there is a hamlet called Makamba. Mabina, a 
Community Activist (CA), is a resident of this hamlet. Mabina has been trained according to 
the SASA! approach and has reached the third phase, Support. By this phase, all CAs, including 
him, know what to do and how to act in cases of violence. 
 
One night in October 2018, Mama Juma, a woman in Mabina’s hamlet, was attacked in her 
own home. A group of men broke down her door, entered her house, stabbed her with a nail 
in the navel and then left. She started screaming out for help and Mabina, who lives nearby, 
heard her and quickly came to her assistance. Mabina used the referral list he had at hand 
and was able to direct Mama Juma to where she could get help. The hamlet leader was 
informed of the incident and the CA made sure that the police got involved and that Mama 
Juma got the health care she needed. 
 
A few months later, in February 2019, we learned that all the perpetrators were not only 
arrested but also convicted. The reason for the attack has been determined to be 
superstitious beliefs. We are grateful that Mama Juma is doing well and has fully recovered 
from her injuries. Knowing who to turn to and how to reach them is essential for getting the 
right assistance at the right time. 
 

As told by Clement Mabina (Community Activist).  
Written by Robert Masologo and Ulrika Jönsson. 
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5. A Lame Girls Child is Given a Wheelchair After a Quick Chat with her 
Caretaker 

Quick Look: A child that had been mistreated and hidden was able to receive help 
through the generosity of others.  

 
Last year, I was educating the Wita family when they told me that there was a child who had 
been lame since birth and who had also been mistreated, even violently. They thought that 
her parents/caretakers could use this education from Amani Girls Home. We made plans with 
a young man named Musa from this family, and five weeks later I visited them. At their house 
I met the girl, named Pauly George along with her father and others. I taught them about 
violence against girls, using a Quick Chat from the SASA! approach.  
 
Towards the end of the visit, I got the idea to help this girl get a wheelchair to move around, 
through the help of my friends. Later, I brought one of my friends to come take her picture, 
and then sent it out. It touched the heart of one pastor in Kenya, who then sent it to some of 
his friends.  
 
Nearly one year later, a beautiful wheelchair was obtained! But, at the Kenyan-Tanzanian 
border in Sirari, TRA withheld it and did not let it pass on to Mwanza. I had to pay 50,000 
Tanzanian shillings to send a man named Jacob to go to the border and talk to TRA. Once he 
explained the situation to them, they gave it to him and it reached Mwanza. The next day, I 
called Anita and Sarah from Amani Girls Home about all of this. Sara encouraged me to talk 
to the office to get someone to go with me to bring Pauly the wheelchair.  
 
Around 4PM the next 
day Ezekiel and 
Marwa from Amani 
Girls Home came and 
we went together to 
the girl’s home. They 
talked to the girl, and 
her caretaker, whom 
both expressed their 
joy in receiving the 
wheelchair. This is a 
huge success that 
has come about 
through the 
education from the 
Quick Chats.  

 
Written by Samwel O Kasumila, a Community Activist in the Bujora Ward, 0755640610. 
Submitted by Ezekiel Henry. Translated by Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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6. Not Sleeping After All 
Quick Look: A man was able to overcome his pride and benefit from violence education.  

 

“We had a successful home visit, but not in the way we expected”. 
 
One day earlier this year, Joseph from AGH went with Samweli, a Community Activist, from 
the community to Bujora to visit some families and educate them violence toward women 
and children. At one house, they followed the normal routine to first ask for the man of the 
house, and were shown him sleeping on a mat, covered with a blanket. He was NOT to be 
woken up, being that he was sick and resting. Thus, they left him lying there, but continued 
their discussions with the others who were in the house. They discussed a poster from the 
SASA!/PtG program showing a man beating his wife with the children watching, feeling very 
upset. As the discussions continued, to our greatest surprise the sleeping man “woke up” 
suddenly, and without greeting anyone began to contribute to the conversation, explaining 
how he had experienced violence himself before. He asked up to keep educating people on 
this subject. He has continued to be Samweli’s friend to this day. 
 

 
 

Written by Samweli O Kasumila (Community Activist). Submitted by Ezekiel Henry. 
Translated by Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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7. Knowing How to Use a Referral List Reaps Benefits 
Quick Look: A woman was able to stand up for herself, after receiving education and 
practical help for how to act when and after being attacked.  

 

In Kisesa Kusini, there is a woman named Mwajuma Iddi, who is 26 years old. A while back, 
she had gotten together with a man and became pregnant, but never stayed with the man. 
She sells peanuts at the Kisesa bus stop so as to earn some money to meet her basic needs. 
While doing her small business, the father of the child came and demanded to have his child 
so that he could live with her. That man used physical violence against Mwajuma Iddi, but she 
remained silent thinking that it was normal and she could endure until he changed. 
 
During Phase Three (Support) of the Safe, Healthy and Productive Communities for Tanzanian 
Girls and Young Women project through the SASA! and Power to Girls approaches, Martha 
Batholomeo a community activist within the Mwajuma’s hamlet, visited her and had a session 
on how to balance power, support girls and women who are experiencing violence and react 
against violence by using a power and community power poster, and showed them how to 
use a prepared referral list. She understood where she could get support when she 
experienced violence. In mid-February 2019, the father of her child came back again and 
attacked her with the same previous demand and even injured her arm. This time, she did 
not stay silent, but reported the case to the hamlet chairperson through the referral list. Due 
to her serious injuries, they decided to take the case to the police. The perpetrator was put 
in custody for two weeks, and afterward was put on probation. It seems he has shaped up 
this time, since has not committed any violence against Mwajuma again. 
 
Mwajuma Iddi says, “All girls and women who experience violence should not remain silent, 
as it endangers their lives; they can be killed when they remain silent to violence acts.” She 
thinks all members of her community need to know the importance of referral lists and to 
stop keeping quiet. She currently lives happily with her child, thanks to the CA and Amani Girls 
Home for helping her understanding the role of the referral list and supporting girls and 
women who experience violence. 
 

Written by Joseph Mwolozi: Edited by Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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8. Community Activists in Bujora Take Action 
Quick Look: Community activists take the initiative to tackle the challenge or reaching 
more community members. 

 

Bujora is one of wards that was selected in 2016 as project area for the project Safe, Healthy 
and Productive Communities for Tanzanian Girls and Young Women, based to the SASA! 
approach. 22 community activists (CAs) were selected from two villages to help deepen the 
knowledge of the community about preventing gender-based violence. In 2017, while 
implementing Phase Two (Awareness), the CAs dropped to 20, due to lack of commitment 
and personal changes to their financial situations. In January 2018, the remained CAs 
continued facilitating in their respective hamlets, reaching around 72 community members 
(CMs) per week. 
 
To make sure that the progress of preventing violence against women and girls was 
continued, AGH and partners facilitated several sessions within the communities, with close 
association with the CAs. Such sessions were conducted based on SASA! & Power to Girls 
guidelines, using the ecological model. Also, CAs were continually provided with supportive 
supervision by the project team on weekly basis according to their monthly work plan. While 
doing all of this, they discovered that some communities were not being reached by CAs due 
to the previously mentioned reason.  
 
Based on the few numbers of CMs reached, the CAs themselves innovated another way to 
reach more CMs. In September 2018, the CAs began the CAs’ Group Movement which was 
done once per week. This approach involved all CAs going to either an area with no CAs or an 
area having a low number of CMs reached. Through this approach, they were able to find 
cases of violence happening in various households. For example, they met with one 
household where the husband was using corporal punishment on his wife. The CAs used a 
community poster to explain to him about the benefit of balancing power. After three weeks, 
they visited them again and were given feedback by his wife that her husband has changed! 
He wasn’t using corporal punishments on his wife. Also, through this approach, the number 
of CMs increased to 172 per week! AGH and partners supported the CAs with this initiative, 
as it increased awareness of issues of violence against women and girls in the communities 
and CMs are having a positive response to the efforts. 
 
AGH and partner will continue to strive to make sure that violence against women and girls is 
addressed from the community level to the individual level through SASA! And Power to Girls 
methodologies to make sure that women and girls live peacefully in their respectively 
communities. 
 

Written by Joseph Mwolozi: Edited by Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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9. A Husband Who Did Not Value Balancing Power 
Quick Look: A wife was able to successfully help her husband see the need to balance 
power and to take action. 

 
Zainabu Juma is a married woman with two children living at Iseni Bondeni, Kisesa. She has 
been married for more than seven years, and for all those years her husband had not 
agreeable to balancing power. He would not give his children enough time to rest after school 
hours and the children were forced to do household chores regardless of how tired they were. 
Zainabu’s husband believed that the role of his daughters was to household chores and 
prepare to be housewives.  
 
In 2016 when Amani Girls Home started implementing its project of preventing violence 
against women and girls though the SASA! And Power to Girls approaches, Zainabu Juma was 
reached with violence education by a community activist named Lucy Michael. Lucy explained 
how to balance power in her family by giving equal opportunity to girls and boys. The 
materials used were Power to Girls Posters, Community Posters, Power Posters, Comic Strips 
and Quick Chats. Such materials were used during teaching sessions to enable Zainabu to 
understand about violence in accord to the project phase’s series. Zainabu obtained skills of 
how to communicate with her children and husband from the Quick Chats, which finally 
enabled her to teach her husband about balancing power in their family. 
 
Now, as of March 2019, Zainabu’s husband has understood the importance of balancing 
power in his family and now is participating in household chores, giving their two daughters 
a chance to rest and do homework after school. He now realizes that girls are supposed to be 
treated equally, the same as boys. Also, he has even witnessed the academic performance of 
his daughter who is in Form Three increase. 
 

 
Written by Joseph Mwolozi: Edited by Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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10. A Story of a School Girl 
Quick Look: After being educated, a mother was able to teach her daughter why and 
how to change her dangerous behaviours. 

 

Majivuno John is one of the Community Activists in the Kisesa Ward. She conducts SASA! And 
Power to Girls sessions within her hamlet, Kisesa Kusini. She conducts one to two sessions per 
week, reaching about five community members, and sometimes makes some visits to various 
households for discussions on violence against women and girls. She has been doing this for 
consecutively phases of the project. 
 
In December 2018, during Phase Three (Support), she visited one of the households in her 
hamlet for a session, and found two women and had a discussion with them. They welcomed 
her to come again and discuss more. Later, she visited them again and had an active 
discussion on the topic of “Parents/Caregivers Can Teach Their Children to Protect 
Themselves.” After the session, one of the women told Majivuno about her own daughter 
who was living with her at home but she had some behaviours which could endanger her 
studies: she was coming home late, visiting some video/show houses and refusing to do 
household chores. 
 
The CA requested to have a session with her and her mother. Fortunately, the girl attended 
and participated in the session and through the Jessica comic strip she understood the effects 
of premarital sex and she realized many ways in which violence can occur in the community. 
CAs and household members had multiple sessions and discussions with her to make sure 
that she understood her duties and responsibilities in the family. Such discussions brought 
success to that family as it enabled the girl to start helping her mother and stop engaging in 
harmful behaviours. 
 
The mother of that girl 
is thankful for the 
discussions conducted 
by Majivuno and 
promises to be good 
support for helping 
girls as they grow. 
 
Written by Joseph 
Mwolozi: Edited by 
Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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11. The Story of Lucy 
Quick Look: A young woman went from moping at home to being a successful 
entrepreneur.  

 
4 years ago, in 2015, Lucy was a 16-year-old teenager finishing secondary school, living at 
home. However, she was not about to continue with higher education because of her low 
marks and her parents not wanting to help her keep studying. As a result, she was just living 
at home, with nothing to do. 
 
About a year later, she heard the announcement that Amani Girls Home was initiating a 
project based on SASA! and Power to Girls, and decided to join. Through her group, she 
attended various teaching and training sessions, on subjects such as entrepreneurship. The 
entrepreneurship lessons taught them how look for opportunities to start up a business, and 
how to do start one up. After learning these things, Lucy’s group decided to start collectively 
setting money aside and creating their own mini-bank, so that the girls would have some 
capital to begin businesses. Through this, about a year after the group was initiated, Lucy was 
able to start a small business selling Baobab seeds and peanuts.  
 

After two months, her initial capital had doubled! 
However, she noticed that many young people 
had also selling Baobab seeds and peanuts, so she 
decided to borrow money from her group and 
start up another business.  
 
She started selling children’s shoes, and after 5 
months she got another opportunity to start 
selling women’s shoes, and switched to that.  
 
Lucy has made a good profit from her business and 
increase her capital, and has even been able to put 
money into savings! She now lives independently, 
selling the popular shoe brand “Yeboyebo”. As the 
current group mentor, she is a great example for 
others in her group to imitate. 
 
Written by Beatrice Amos. Translated by Elizabeth 
Goudarzi-Fry. 
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12. Successfully Stopping a Case of Child Sexual Abuse 
Quick Look: Action was taken by the sons of a father who was sexually abusing his 
daughter. 

 
In a village named Bujashi, there was a family of a father, a daughter, and a few sons. When 
the daughter was 16 years old, it was discovered that her father had been sexually abusing 
her for over two years. The daughter had no idea where to turn for help, since her mother 
did not live with them, and her father was deceiving and threating her. The daughter had 
epilepsy, and her father would tell her that the treatment for it was having sex with him, and 
in order for her not to carry a pregnancy, he would give her abortion/birth control pills, 
claiming they were for her headaches or some other sickness she had at the time. On top of 
that, he would threaten to kill her if she told anyone about what was going on.  
 
Her brothers picked up that something very wrong was going on and wanted to do something 
about it. When community activities (CAs) came to their area, giving education on violence, 
they were told about this family’s situation and went to try to help. They educated the family 
about violence. The boys went multiple times to the CAs, asking again and again for them to 
come help their father and sister. However, when the CAs would come, the girl would remain 
closed and reserved due to the threats from her father, and the father would not change at 
all.  
 
One day, the boys came home and found the girl’s bedroom door open, her not in her room, 
and their father’s bedroom door locked and people inside, and put two and two together. 
They broke down the door, screaming and yelling, causing such a commotion that the 
neighbours and even the CAs came and witnessed what was going on. The CAs took the girl 
to talk with her, showing her that she was not alone. They also took the case to the village 
chairperson and the police, and helped cool down the community members who were quite 
angry and wanting to attack the father for what he had done to his daughter.  
In the end, the father was sentenced to 30 years in prison for child sexual abuse. The daughter 
was able to get a referral to go to the hospital and get the medical attention she needed, and 
was moved to another village for her safety.  
 
No sexually abused girl should be ignored; the fault is not her own. As this account shows, the 
community should help girls in order for them to live in security. 
 

Written by Beatrice Amos. Translated by Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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13. Successful Community Education 
Quick Look: A man was able to make rapid changes to his behaviours. 

 

Imagine a community that is safe and productive, where everyone can live healthy together. 
Is it possible? The following example will show how our project Safe, Healthy and Productive 
Community for Tanzanian Girls and Young Women helped one man to go from violent to 
helpful. 
 
In the year 2016, AGH educated some community activists (CAs) on issues like domestic 
violence. They, in turn, helped to educate the communities near them. One CA, Hidaya 
Hamisi, received this training and since then has continued educating her community. 
 
Doing this work put her into contact with the family of Jakobo Faustini in the Kisesa Kusini 
hamlet. The family had problems with domestic violence. The wife told Hidaya that her 
husband would not help her at all with any of the household chores. When she was sick, he 
didn’t even help her to fetch water, claiming that it was women’s work. 
 
The CA went to this household to educate them about violence, and she was very grateful 
that the husband seemed to understand. One day, when Hidaya returned to visit she saw the 
man helping the wife with the laundry. When asking the wife about this she said that the 
education they received really helped. Now her husband helps her with household work, 
fetching water, doing the laundry and cooking. 
 
This example is a true success, showing that with education and awareness people can change 
for the better, helping our community to improve for the benefit of everyone. 
 

 
Written by Robert Masologo: Edited by Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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14. Changing Perspectives 
Quick Look: Parents of a young women changed from supressing to supporting their 
daughter’s dreams.  

 

Vanessa is a 21-year-old girl who lives in the Bujora ward and after finishing school was 
interested in hotel management. However, her parents did not agree with her preferences, 
since they believed that hotel management was for promiscuous girls and thus they never 
wanted their daughter to engage in hotel management. 
 
Mektrida William, a community activist in Bujora visited Vanessa’s family in October 2018, 
and during the discussion the parents raised the issue of their daughter’s job preference and 
together they discussed it and came to the conclusion that they should try to visit one of the 
colleges that provided hotel management courses for more clarification. Thomas joined 
Vanessa’s parents in visiting the college and they were given clear clarification that hotel 
management is just as good a course as other courses and it is good for them to support 
Vanessa’s dream. The parents agreed to support her. 
 
“Thomas has helped me. Without him I could not go to this college to take the hotel 
management course. He is a good help to us in this community,” said Vanessa. Vanessa joined 
the college and right now she is pursuing her diploma in hotel management. 
 

 
As told by Mektrida William (Community Activist). Written by Veronicah Gimunta: Edited by 

Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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15. Seeing Results of Good Work 
Quick Look: A girls  group had great success at the International Women’s Day Festival selling 
and showing their work.  

 

The Furaha Girls Group is one of Amani Girl Home’s groups under the Safe, Healthy and 
Productive Communities for Tanzanian Girls and Young Women project. There are 15 girls in 
this group from the Wita hamlet, and over the past few years they have received education 
on various topics such as entrepreneurship, power, violence, and finances. They have started 
various small businesses, such as making yogurt and cooking. 
 
During the International Women’s Day 2019 festival in Bujora, the girls cooked and sold their 
food. People liked their food so much that they ran out and had to cook again! They made a 
lot of money through this.  
 
Also, a loan officer from the Postal Bank liked the group so much that he offered to help them 
open a bank account for their group. He also called over Sarah, one of Amani Girls Home’s 
Intervention Officers, to congratulate Amani Girls Home for their work in helping the girls, 
and again repeated his offer to help the girls open a bank account.  
 
Other organizations and partners also liked the girls’ work and gave them extra advice on how 
to make their group grow and get more money to help them reach their dreams. The 
International Women’s Day festival this year was a truly successful and up-building 
experience for this group. 

 
Written by Sarah Daniel. Translated by Elizabeth Goudarzi-Fry. 
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For More Information Contact 

Amani Girls Home 
AGYW & ICOM Department 

P.O.Box 5073, Mwanza, Tanzania 
Email: info@amanigirlshome.org  

They have a multiplicity potentials within themselves 
Let’s Not Put Girls and Women as Subject of Violence 

 

mailto:info@amanigirlshome.org

